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THIRD SE1IIESTER B.Tech. (ENGINEERING)
DECEMBER 2OO4

(New Scheme)

RTCS 2K 3O3AT/CSzK 3o3-DISCRETE COMPUTATION
Time : Three Hours

Answer all the questions.

.t'\
1. (a) Obtainthedisjunctivenormalformof (P * e) " lR? Pl" (a " R).

\,i

!. G) .Show that R is a valid inference from the premises P -+ Q, Q + R and P.

(c) In aBoolean algebra, showthat(i)o * a=a;(ii)a@ 1= 1.

(d) Give a relation which is both a partial ordering relation and an equivdlence relation on a set.
Also draw the Hasse diagram for the relation.

(e) Show that the set of all polynomials in r under the operation of addition is a group.
a(f) ProvethatasubsetS*$of Gis asubgroupof (G, *)iff foranypairof elementso, b e S,

a*b-reS.
(g) Prove that any field is an integral domain.

(h) IfRisaringandaeR, let r(a) = {x eRlax - 0}.Provethatr(a) isarightidealofR.
(8x5=40marks)

2. (a) Show that (r) (p (") " Q (')) + (") P (*) v (: r) q (r). (8 marks)

Show that (lP,. (f q ^ R)) '(Q n R)"-v (P n R) e R without using truth
table.

(7 marks)

Or

(b) (i) showthat ((P " Q) " 
-r (rP " (-lQ " 1R))) v (rP n --r Q) v

a tautologT.

3. (a)

Showthat PvQ, Q,,R,R-+S=P-+S.
Show that the set Q of rational numbers is denumerable.

Let f :R + R and g : R -r R where R is the set of real numbers. Find fog and gof, where
f (x) = x2 -2 artd g (r) = r + 4. State whether these functions are injective, surjective and
bijective.

(7 marks)

Turn over

Maximum : 100 Marks

(lP n -l R) is

(7 marks)

(8 marks)

(8 marks)

(i)

(ii )

(ii )

(i)

(ii )

Or



4.

(ii)

(a) (i)

G) (i) Prov.e that relation R given by R
positive integers is an equivalence
(r +rr)R(/,+/r).

t
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= {(t, ilx - yisdivisiblebynr} over the set of

relation. Show also that if .r, Ry, and rrRy, then

(8 marks)

(7 marks)

(8 marks)
(7 marks)

(8 marks)
(7 marks)

[4 x 15 = 60 marks]

Provethat (A n B) x (C n D) = (A x C) n (B >< D).

(ii) Prove that c - 9 is reducible over the integers mod 11.

t

(b)

Prove that a code can detect all combinations of K or fewer errors if and only if the
minimum distance between any two code words is at least K + 1.

(ii) Prove that every group of order 4 is abelian.
Or

(i) Prove that an infinite cyclie group is isomorphic to the group (2, +). (g marks)(ii) Prove that every subgroup of an abelian groupis normal..Is the converse true ? Justif
your answer ?

(8 marks)

?

'l a

(7 marks)5' (a) (i) If L ig an algebraic extension of K and if K ie an algebraic extension of F, then prove
that L ig an algebraic exteneion of F.

(ii) Prdve that it is impossible to trisect 60'by straitedge and compass aloue. (Z marks)

(b) (i) Given two polynomials , o, ^!{ ,(r) over a field B show that there exists twopolynomialst(r)andr(r)inFlrlsuchthatf(r) =t(x)g(i+r(r)wh'erer(.r)=0ordeg.r (r) < deg. g k).


